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AANNNNEEXX  11  --  AADDVVEERRTTIISSIINNGG  RREEGGUULLAATTIIOONNSS

Advertising and venue identification may be placed on the ice, the boards, protective glass,
nets, goals or any other surface in and around the players benches, penalty benches, Goal
Judge areas and off-ice officials area, on the players uniforms and/or equipment, provided
the specifications are provided to and written permission is given by:

1. The International Ice Hockey Federation with regards to IIHF championships.

2. The National Associations with regards to all games, both national and internatio-
nal, played within their territory.

AANNNNEEXX  22  --  CCOOUUNNTTDDOOWWNN  AANNDD  WWAARRMM--UUPP  PPRROOCCEEDDUURREESS

The following countdown procedure shall be followed prior to all IIHF ice hockey com-
petitions (Subject can be changed for different IIHF Championships):

TTiimmee
- 90:00 Team Composition Forms delivered to the competing team.

- 60:00 20 minute countdown to the pre-game warm-up begins on the Game Clock.
Teams submit their completed Team Composition Form to the Scorekeeper.
Media centre receives a copy of the preliminary team line-ups.
Game officials warm-up.

- 40:00 20 minute pre-game warm-up countdown on the clock begins.

Game officials depart the ice surface.

Both teams are on the ice for their pre-game warm-up.

Warm-up music played in the arena for 20 minutes.

- 20:00 Siren announces the end of warm-up.

Teams depart the ice surface.

Ice is re-surfaced.

Countdown to actual game time begins on the Game Clock.

Teams indicate their starting line-ups for the start of the game plus 
Captains and Assistant Captains on the Official Game Sheet.

- 10:00 Teams receive a photocopy of the Official Game Sheet.
Referee and Linesmen receive a photocopy of the Official Game Sheet.
Doping Control receives a copy of the Official Game Sheet.
Announcer announces the entire roster for both teams.

- 07:00 Referee and Linesmen are notified that one minute remains until they need to
proceed to the ice.
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1. The game clock in the area is the timing device, which is critical for these procedures.

2. During the warm-up each team shall confine their activities to their own half of the rin

3. Music may be played during the warm-up.

4. In IIHF championships, the stand-by Referee shall supervise the warm-up procedures.
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- 06:00 Teams are advised that they have one minute remaining until they need to 
proceed to the ice.
Referee and Linesmen leave their dressing room and go immediately to the ice.

- 05:00 Teams leave their dressing rooms and go directly to the ice.
Referee and Linesmen enter the ice.
International TV signal starts (Opening animation)

- 04:00 Teams enter the ice surface.

- 03:15 The Referee and Linesmen are standing in the Referee’s Crease.

- 02:50 Official Announcer introduces the Referee and Linesmen.

- 02:30 Both teams line-up on their respective blue lines.

- 02:00 Team Captains greet the Referee and Linesmen in the Referee’s Crease.

- 01:00 Teams leave the ice to the players' benches.
Starting players remain on the ice.

- 00:15 Referee calls the teams to center ice for the opening face-off.

- 00:00 Opening face-off.

AANNNNEEXX  33  --  OOFFFFIICCIIAALL  AANNNNOOUUNNCCEEMMEENNTTSS

AA33..11  --  CCOOMMPPUULLSSOORRYY  AANNNNOOUUNNCCEEMMEENNTTSS

The following announcements are compulsory for the information of players, Coaches
Referees and spectators:

1. Goals and Assists

2. Penalties 

3. End of Penalties 

4. Play Reviewed by the Video Goal Judge

5. Time-out

6. Time Remaining in Periods/Game

AA33..22  --  PPUUBBLLIICC  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN

1. Offside

2. Icing
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AANNNNOOUUNNCCEEMMEENNTTSS::  
(See also IIHF Public Announcer Handbook and IIHF Off Ice Official Handbook).

GGOOAALLSS AANNDD  AASSSSIISSTTSS::
"GOAL FOR TEAM…. (Name of the team), SCORED BY NUMBER..., (Name), ASSISTED BY
NUMBER...., (Name) AND NUMBER...., (Name).TIME..."

PPEENNAALLTTIIEESS::
"TEAM…. (Name of the team), NUMBER…, (NAME) 2 MINUTES PENALTY FOR…. (PEN-
ALTY REASON).TIME…."
 1. The penalty of the visiting team shall be announced first.

 2. In a case where the penalized player cannot go to the penalty bench, or in case  
of goalkeeper penalty:

"THE PENALTY IS SERVED BY NUMBER...(NAME)".

EENNDD OOFF  PPEENNAALLTTIIEESS::
End of penalty for Team A (if other penalties are being served that make this team shorthanded):
"TEAM (NAME) IS PLAYING AT FULL STRENGTH" or,
BOTH TEAMS ARE PLAYING AT FULL STRENGTH" (if no penalties remain for either team).

RREEVVIIEEWW BBYY  VVIIDDEEOO  GGOOAALL  JJUUDDGGEE::
"PLAY IS BEING REVIEWED". 
In case goal is given: Announcement for "Goal Scored"
In case no goal is given: "NO GOAL HAS BEEN SCORED".

TTIIMMEE  OOUUTT::
"TIME OUT FOR TEAM …. (NAME OF THE TEAM)
""TIME OUT IS OVER".

TTIIMMEE  RREEMMAAIINNIINNGG IINN  PPEERRIIOODD//GGAAMMEE::
At 01:00 1st Period: "ONE MINUTE LEFT IN THE FIRST PERIOD".
At 01:00 2nd Period: ONE MINUTE LEFT IN THE SECOND PERIOD".
At 02:00 3rd Period: "TWO MINUTES LEFT IN THE THIRD PERIOD".
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d) At the first stoppage of play he shall cause to be announced over the public address
system the reason for not allowing a goal.

e) He shall measure any equipment at his own discretion or if requested by the Captain
of either team (Rule 260)

f) He shall order the teams on the ice at the appointed time for the beginning of ay period.

g) He shall face-off the puck at the beginning of each period and after a goal has been
scored.

AA44..66  --  TTHHRREEEE  MMAANN  SSYYSSTTEEMM,,  RREEFFEERREEEE  DDUUTTIIEESS AAFFTTEERR TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

a) The Referee shall secure the Official Game Sheet from the Official Scorer imme-
diately following the game. He shall verify and sign the sheet and return it to the
Official Scorer.

b) The Referee shall report on the official game sheet immediately following the game
giving full details to the Proper Authorities for all:

1. GGaammee  MMiissccoonndduucctt penalties

2. MMaattcchh penalties

3. RReeppoorrtt to the Proper Authorities any incident that happens before,
during and after the game.

AA44..77  --  LLIINNEESSMMEENN  DDUUTTIIEESS

a) The Linesmen shall determine and stop the play by blowing the whistle for any
infraction of the rules concerning:

1. Offside
2. Icing
3. Puck out of bounds, unplayable or interfered by an ineligible person
4. Goal displaced from its normal position
5. Encroachments occurring during a face-off
6. Premature substitution of the goalkeeper
7. Interference by spectators
8. Injured players
9. Pass with the hand from a player to a teammate
10. High sticking the puck

b) The linesman shall blow the whistle in case of a hand pass or high sticking the puck
if it is obvious that the Referee did not observe the infraction.

c) The Linesman shall only blow the whistle and report to the Referee penalties concerning:
1. Too many players on the ice.
2. Sticks or anything thrown on the ice from the vicinity of the player or       

penalty benches.
d) The Linesman shall report to the referee when requested to do so by the Refer-

ee and give his version of any incident that may have taken place during the play-
ing of the game.
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AANNNNEEXX  44  --  DDUUTTIIEESS OOFF TTHHEE OOFFFFIICCIIAALLSS
AA44..11  --  IINNCCAAPPAACCIITTAATTEEDD  RREEFFEERREEEE OORR  LLIINNEESSMMAANN  --  BBEEFFOORREE TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

If, for any reason, the appointed Referees or Linesmen are prevented from appearing, the
team leaders shall agree on a replacement Referee and/or Linesman.

If they are unable to agree, the PPrrooppeerr  AAuutthhoorriittiieess shall appoint the officials.

AA44..22  --  IINNCCAAPPAACCIITTAATTEEDD  RREEFFEERREEEE OORR  LLIINNEESSMMAANN  --  DDUURRIINNGG TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

a) If a RReeffeerreeee leaves the ice or is injured, the Linesman or other Referee shall stop the
play, unless one team has a scoring opportunity.

b) If the Referee is unable to continue to officiate, one of the Linesmen shall perform the
Referee's duties. He shall be selected by the Referee Supervisor, the Referee or, if nec-
essary, by the tteeaamm  lleeaaddeerrss..

c) If a LLiinneessmmaann  oorr  tthhee  ootthheerr  RReeffeerreeee is unable to officiate, the Referee shall have the
power to appoint a replacement if he deems it necessary.

d) If the appointed official reappears during the progress of the game, he shall replace
the temporary official at once.

AA44..33  --  TTHHRREEEE  MMAANN  SSYYSSTTEEMM

The Referee and Linesmen shall remain on the ice at the conclusion of each period and
at the end of the game until all of the players have left the ice and are proceeding to
their dressing rooms.

AA44..44  --  TTHHRREEEE  MMAANN  SSYYSSTTEEMM  --  RREEFFEERREEEE  DDUUTTIIEESS  BBEEFFOORREE TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

The Referee shall have ggeenneerraall  ssuuppeerrvviissiioonn  ooff  tthhee  ggaammee, full control of game officials and
players, and his decision shall be final in case of any dispute.

Before starting the game the Referee shall assure that the appointed officials are in their
respective places and satisfy himself that the timing and signalling equipment are in order.

He shall order the teams on the ice at the appointed time for the beginning of each period.

AA44..55  --  TTHHRREEEE  MMAANN  SSYYSSTTEEMM  --  RREEFFEERREEEE  DDUUTTIIEESS  DDUURRIINNGG TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

a) The Referee shall impose and report to the Scorekeeper such ppeennaallttiieess as are
prescribed by the playing rules.

He shall allow the goals scored.

b) The Referee may consult with the Linesmen, Goal Judge and Video Goal Judge, if avail-
able, in matters of disputed goals before making his decision, which shall be final.

c) He shall report to the Scorekeeper the nnuummbbeerr  ooff  tthhee  ggooaall  ssccoorreerr and any player(s)
entitled to aassssiissttss..

In top category IIHF Championships and the Olympic Winter Games, assists shall
be awarded by the Scorekeeper.
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1. GGaammee  MMiissccoonndduucctt penalties

2. MMaattcchh penalties

3. RReeppoorrtt to the Proper Authorities any incident that happens before,
during and after the game.

AA44..2200  OOFFFF--IICCEE  OOFFFFIICCIIAALLSS

AA44..2211  --  SSCCOORREEKKEEEEPPEERR’’SS  DDUUTTIIEESS  BBEEFFOORREE TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

The Scorekeeper shall obtain from the Manager of Coach of both teams the list of all eli-
gible players.

He shall complete the Official Game Sheet with the following information:

1. Name, position and number of each player, indicating the Captain and Alternate
Captain by placing the letters "C" and "A" in front of their names.

2. All data concerning the game, such as location, date, names of the home and
visiting team and names of the officials.

AA44..2222  --  SSCCOORREEKKEEEEPPEERR’’SS  DDUUTTIIEESS  DDUURRIINNGG TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

a) The Scorekeeper shall record on the Official Game Sheet:

1. The goals scored.

2. The number of the scorers and players to whom assists have been awarded

3. The players of both teams who are on the ice when a goal is scored.

4. All penalties imposed by the officials with the numbers of the penalized players, the
infraction, the time at which it has been imposed, and the duration of each penalty.

5. Each Penalty Shot awarded with the name of the player taking the shot and the
result of the shot.

6. The time of entry into the game of any substitute goalkeeper.

In top category IIHF Championships and the Olympic Winter Games, the Score-
keeper shall determine the players entitled to receive assists.

No request for changes in any awarded of points shall be considered unless they
are made by the Captain before the conclusion of actual play in the game or
before the Referee has signed the Official Sheet.

b) The Scorekeeper shall be responsible for:

1. Correct posting of the penalties and goals scored on the scoreboard,

2. Ensuring that the time served by all penalized players is correct,

3. Promptly calling to the attention of the referee any discrepancy between the time
recorded on the clock and the official correct time,

4. Making any adjustments as ordered by the referee,

5. Advising the referee when the same player has received his second Misconduct
penalty in the same game.

6. Notify the referee if a player, not listed on the game sheet is participating in the game.
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e) He shall immediately give his version of the circumstances with respect to delib-
erately displacing the goal net from its normal position.

f) He shall immediately give his version in case of:
1. BBeenncchh  MMiinnoorr penalties
2. MMaajjoorr penalties 

3. MMiissccoonndduucctt penalties

4. GGaammee  MMiissccoonndduucctt penalties

5. MMaattcchh penalties

g) The Linesmen shall ccoonndduucctt  tthhee  ffaaccee--ooffffss  aatt  aallll  ttiimmeess, except at the start of each period
and after a goal has been scored.

AA44..88  --  TTWWOO  MMAANN  SSYYSSTTEEMM

The referees shall have general supervision of the game, full control of game offici-
als and players, and their decision shall be final in case of any dispute.

AA44..99  --  TTWWOO  OOFFFFIICCIIAALL  SSYYSSTTEEMM  --  RREEFFEERREEEESS’’  DDUUTTIIEESS  BBEEFFOORREE TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

Before starting the game the referees shall ensure that the appointed officials are in their res-
pective places and satisfy themselves that the timing and signalling equipment are in order

They shall order the teams on the ice at the appointed time for the beginning of each period.

AA44..1100  --  TTWWOO  MMAANN  SSYYSSTTEEMM  --  RREEFFEERREEEESS’’  DDUUTTIIEESS  DDUURRIINNGG TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

The Referees shall iimmppoossee  aanndd  rreeppoorrtt to the Scorekeeper such ppeennaallttiieess as described by
the playing rules for infractions thereof .

They shall ssttoopp  ppllaayy  ffoorr  aannyy  ootthheerr  iinnffrraaccttiioonnss  ttoo  tthhee  rruulleess.

They shall aallllooww  tthhee  ggooaallss  ssccoorreedd.

They shall rreeppoorrtt to the Scorekeeper the nnaammee  oorr  nnuummbbeerr  ooff  tthhee  ggooaall  ssccoorreerr and any
player(s) entitled to an aassssiisstt..

They shall cause to be announced over the public address system the reason for not
allowing a goal.

They shall measure any equipment at their own discretion or if requested by the Captain
of either team (Rule 260).

They shall order the teams on the ice at the appointed time for the beginning of any period.

They shall ffaaccee--ooffff  tthhee  ppuucckk at any stoppage of play.

AA44..1111  --  TTWWOO  MMAANN  SSYYSSTTEEMM  --  RREEFFEERREEEE’’SS  DDUUTTIIEESS  AAFFTTEERR TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

The referees shall remain on the ice at the conclusion of each period until all of the play-
ers have left the ice and are proceeding to their dressing rooms.

Immediately following the game, they shall secure the Official Game Sheet from the Offi-
cial Scorer, verify and sign the report and return it back to the Official Scorer.

Immediately following the game, they shall report on the Official Game Sheet and provi-
de full details to the Proper Authorities on all:
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AANNNNEEXX  55  --  IILLLLUUSSTTRRAATTIIOONN   OOFF GGOOAALL FFRRAAMMEE

RREEFFEERREEEE  SSIIGGNNAALLSS

AATTTTAACCKKIINNGG AA  PPLLAAYYEERR IINN TTHHEE  GGOOAALL  CCRREEAASSEE  --  
RRUULLEE  559955
Semi-circular motion by one arm at chest height made par-
allel to the ice surface, simulating the goal crease, and then
extending the other arm horizontally with the hand pointing
in the direction of the neutral zone.

BBOOAARRDDIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  552200
Striking the clenched fist of one hand into the open palm of
the opposite hand in front of the chest.
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AA44..2233  --  SSCCOORREEKKEEEEPPEERR’’SS  DDUUTTIIEESS  AAFFTTEERR TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE

The Scorekeeper shall prepare the Official Game Sheet for signature by the Referee and
forward it to the PPrrooppeerr  AAuutthhoorriittiieess..

AA44..2244  --    TTIIMMEEKKEEEEPPEERR

a) The Timekeeper shall record:

1. Game countdown before the game (see Annex 2 - Game Countdown and Warm-
up Procedures),

2. Time of starting and finishing of each period and game

3. 15 minute intermission between each period

4. All actual playing time during the game

5. Time of the start and finish of all penalties

6. Start and finish of time-outs

b) In case no automatic buzzer or siren is provided, he shall signal by a buzzer, siren or
whistle the end of each period or overtime period.

c) The Timekeeper shall give a preliminary warning by signal to the officials and both
teams three minutes before the start of each period and two minutes before the start
of each period.

d) In the event of any dispute regarding time, the referee's decision shall be final.

AA44..2255  --  AANNNNOOUUNNCCEERR

The Announcer shall announce by means of a public address system:

1. Awarding of goals and assists

2. Penalties

3. End of penalties

4. When one minute remains in the first and second period

5. When two minutes remain in the third period

See Annex 3 for the wording of the official announcements.

AA44..2266  --  PPEENNAALLTTYY  BBEENNCCHH  AATTTTEENNDDAANNTTSS

a) One Penalty Bench Attendant shall be appointed for each team penalty bench.

b) The Penalty Bench Attendant shall be responsible for:

1. Providing a penalized player, upon request, with the correct information as to the
unexpired time of the penalty.

2. Allowing the penalized player to return to the ice at the appropriate time upon the
completion of the penalty.

3. Notifying the Scorekeeper if a player leaves the penalty bench before the end of
the penalty.

DDeepptthh  ==  111100  ccmm
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CCLLIIPPPPIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  552244
Striking leg with either hand below the knee from behind,
keeping both skates on the ice.

CCRROOSSSS--CCHHEECCKKIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  552255
A forward and backward motion of the arms with both fists
clenched, extending from the chest for a distance of about
a half a meter.

DDEELLAAYYEEDD  CCAALLLLIINNGG OOFF  PPEENNAALLTTYY  --  RRUULLEE  551144
Extended the non-whistle arm fully above the head. It is
acceptable to point at the player once and then extend the
arm above the head.

DDEELLAAYYIINNGG TTHHEE  GGAAMMEE  --  RRUULLEE

555544
Placing the non-whistle hand,
open palm, across the chest and
extended from the shoulder out
from the body.
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BBUUTTTT--EENNDDIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  552211
A cross motion of the forearms, one moving under the other.
Upper hand is open and the lower hand a clenched fist.

PPLLAAYYEERR  CCHHAANNGGEE  SSIIGGNNAALL  --  RRUULLEE  441122
The Referee allows a five second period to the visiting team
to make a player(s) change. After the five seconds, the Refe-
ree shall raise his arm, which indicates that the visiting team
may no longer change any player and the home team has
five seconds to change players.

CCHHAARRGGIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  552222
Rotating clenched fists around one another in front of the
chest.

CCHHEECCKKIINNGG FFRROOMM  BBEEHHIINNDD  --  RRUULLEE  552233
A forward motion of both arms, with the palms of the hands
open and facing away from the body, fully extended from the
chest at shoulder level.
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EELLBBOOWWIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  552266
Tapping either elbow with the opposite hand.

PPUUCCKK IINN TTHHEE NNEETT  --  RRUULLEE  447700
An extension of the arm pointing at the goal to indi-
cate the puck has entered the net

HHAANNDD  PPAASSSS  --  RRUULLEE  449900
Use open palm of hand in a pushing motion.

HHIIGGHH  SSTTIICCKKIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  553300
Holding both fists clenched, one immediately above the
other at the height of the forehead.

HHOOLLDDIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  553311
Grasping either wrist with the other hand in front of the
chest.

HHOOLLDDIINNGG TTHHEE  SSTTIICCKK  --  RRUULLEE

553322
Two stage signal involving the
holding signal followed by an indi-
cation you are holding onto a stick
with two hands in a normal man-
ner.

HHOOOOKKIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  553333
A tugging motion with both arms
as if pulling something from in
front toward the stomach.

IINNTTEERRFFEERREENNCCEE  --  RRUULLEE  553344
Crossed arms with closed fists stationary in front of the
chest.
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KKNNEEEEIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  553366
Tapping either knee with the palm of the hand, while keeping
both skates on the ice.

MMAATTCCHH  PPEENNAALLTTYY  --  RRUULLEE  550077
Patting the palm of the hand on top of the head.

MMIISSCCOONNDDUUCCTT  PPEENNAALLTTYY AANNDD  GGAAMMEE  MMIISSCCOONNDDUUCCTT

PPEENNAALLTTYY  --  RRUULLEESS  550044,,  550055
Both hands on the hips.

PPEENNAALLTTYY  SSHHOOTT  --  RRUULLEE  550088
Arms crossed above the head. Give the signal upon
stoppage of play.

RROOUUGGHHIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  552288
Fist clenched and arm extended out to the side of 
the body.

SSLLAASSHHIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  553377
A chopping motion with the edge of one hand across the
opposite forearm.

SSPPEEAARRIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  553388
Jabbing motion with both hands thrusting out immediately in
front of the body and then hands lowered to the side of the body.

TTIIMMEE  OOUUTT  --  RRUULLEE  442222
Using both hands to form a ”T” in front of the chest.
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TTOOOO  MMAANNYY  PPLLAAYYEERRSS OONN TTHHEE  IICCEE  --  RRUULLEE  557733
Indicate with six fingers (one hand open) in front of the chest.

TTRRIIPPPPIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  553399
Striking leg with a moving follow through motion with either
hand below the knee keeping both skates on the ice.

WWAASSHH  OOUUTT

A sweeping sideways motion of both arms
across the front of the body at shoulder level
with palms down;

by the Referee to signal ‘no goal’,
‘no handpass’ ‘no highsticking the puck’.
by the Linesman to signal ‘no icing’ and, in 
certain situations, ‘no offside’.

CCHHEECCKKIINNGG TTOO TTHHEE  HHEEAADD AANNDD  NNEECCKK  AARREEAA  --  RRUULLEE

554400
The side movement of the open palm of the hand towards
the side of the head.

WWOOMMEENN  BBOODDYY  CCHHEECCKKIINNGG  --  RRUULLEE  554411
The palm of the non-whistle hand is brought across the body
and placed on the opposite shoulder.

LLIINNEESSMMAANN’’SS  SSIIGGNNAALLSS

DDEELLAAYYEEDD  OOFFFFSSIIDDEE  --  RRUULLEE  445511
Non-whistle arm fully extended above the head. To cancel out
a delayed offside, the Linesman shall lower the arm to the
side.

IICCIINNGG TTHHEE  PPUUCCKK  --  RRUULLEE  446600
The back Linesman (or Referee in the two-man system)
signals a possible icing, by fully extending either arm over his
head. The arm shall remain raised until the front Linesman
or Referee, either blows the whistle to indicate an icing, or
until the icing is washed out. Once the icing has been com-
pleted, the back Linesman or Referee shall first cross his
arms in front of the chest and then shall point to the appro-
priate face-off spot and skate to it.

OOFFFFSSIIDDEE  CCAALLLL  --  RRUULLEE  445500
The official shall first blow the whistle and then
extend the arm horizontally poiting along the blue
line with the non-whistle hand.
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IINNDDEEXX
IItteemm RRuullee  NN°°
Abuse of Officials 550,551
Actual Time 420,500
Adjustment of Equipment 554d
Advertising Annex 1
Altercation 564,593
Alternate Captain 201,572
Announcements Annex 3
Announcer 300,324, Annex 4.25
Assist 472
Attacking Zone 112,490,569
Authorities (Proper) 340
Bench (Penalty) 141,562,563,564
Bench (Players) 140,562,564,592
Bench Minor Penalty 502
Blade of the Stick 222,232,234
Blocking Glove 233a
Blood 418,571
Blue Line 112,450,451,533,539,570
Boarding 503,520
Boards 102
Body Checking (Women) 601
Breakaway 533,539,570
Broken Stick 556
Butt-ending 521
Calling of Penalties 514
Captain 201,566,567,572
Catching Glove 233b
Center Line 113,460,591
Change of Goalkeeper 415
Change of Players 410 to 413,554f,575
Charging 522
Checking from Behind 503,523
Chin Strap 223
Circle 114,115,117,440
Clipping 524
Clock 152
Coach 200,201,500,550a,567
Coincidental Penalties 512
Completion of Play 514
Composition of Teams 200
Control of the Puck 533,539
Count-down 152,Annex 2

Crease (Goal) 119,460,470,534,557,558
Crease (Referee) 118,550
Cross-checking 503,525
Curve (of a Stick) 222,232
Defending Zone 112,440,490,533,569,570
Delayed Offside 451
Delayed Penalty 513
Delaying the Game 554
Discipline (Supplementary) 510
Displacing the Goal 471,554b
Diving 550a
Doors 104
Dressing Rooms (Players ) 160
Dressing Rooms (Referees) 161
Elbowing 503,526
Equipment (Goalkeeper) 230
Equipment (Illegal or dangerous) 555
Equipment (Players) 220
Equipment (Measurement) 260,555
Equipment (Officials) 311
Excessive Roughness 527
Face-off Spots 114 to 117,440
Face-offs 313,440,442,554g
Falling on the Puck 557,558
Fisticuffs 528
Forfeit 200,566,567
Full Face Mask 234, 528h
Full Strength 512, Annex 3
Game Misconduct Penalty 505,
Glass (Protective) 105
Glove (Goalkeeper) 233
Glove (Player) 225,528,555
Goal Frame (Net) 130
Goal (Score) 470,471,472
Goal Crease 119,460,470,534,557,558
Goal Judge 142,321
Goal Line 111,460,558
Goalkeeper Equipment 230
Goalkeeper Penalty 509,511,554c,558,560,569,590 to 594
Hair 240, 528h
Hand 490,559,560
Handling the Puck with the Hands 490,559,560
Head-butting 529
Head (Checking to the Head) 540
Helmet 223,234
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One Minute Left in 1st and 2nd Period Annex 2,Annex 3
Overtime 421,554b,573
Penalties 500
Penalty Bench 141,562,563,564
Penalty Bench Attendant 300,325,A4.26,562
Penalty Shot 508,509
Penalty Shot (Game Winning) 431
Period 420,421
Play-off Game 421
Players Bench 140,562,564,592
Players on the Ice 400
Point (Goal-Assist) 472
Possession of the Puck 533,534
Puck 250,330b,450,460,480, 484,490,491,492
Puck in Motion 554a
Puck out of Bounds, Unplayable 480,481,482,554c
Puck Outside of the Goal Net 481,594
Puck Striking an Official 470,484
Referee 300,311,312,Annex 4
Referee Crease 118,550
Referee/Linesmen System A 4.3 to A 4.7
Referee/Linesman Signals Annex 5
Refusing to Start Play 566.567
Outcome (Result) of a Game 430
Rink 100,101
Rink (Open air) 110,420
Rolling an Opponent 520
Roughing 528
Roughness 527
Scoreboard 152
Scorekeeper 143,300,322, Annex 4 .21 to A4.23
Shooting the Puck Outside the Playing Area 554c
Short Handed 460,502,514,554a
Siren 151
Skate 221,231,450,451
Slashing 503,537
Smoking Prohibition 171
Spearing 503,538
Spectators (Interference by) 493
Spectators (Interference with) 561
Spitting 550,551
Spots (Face-off) 114 to 117,440
Start of Game and Periods 402,566,567
Stick (Broken Stick) 556
Stick (Goalkeeper) 232

High Sticking the Puck 492
High Sticking (a Player) 530
Holding 531
Holding the Stick 532
Home Team 240,412
Hooking 533
Icing the Puck 440,460
Incapacitated Referee/Linesman Annex 4.1, 4.2
Infections (Prevention of) 418.471
Injured Player, Goalkeeper 416,417,554e
Intentional Offside 450
Interference 534
Intermission 420
Junior 227,650,651
Kicking a Player 535
Kick Plate 103.110 note
Kicking the Puck 491
Kneeing 503,536
Last Two Minutes of the Game 554b,573, Annex 3,A4.25
Leaving the Penalty Bench 562,563,563,
Leaving the Player’s Bench 562,563,564,565
Leg Guards(Goalkeeper) 210,235
Lighting of the Rink 170
Lights (Red and Green) 153
Line (Blue) 112,450,451,533,539,570
Line (Center) 113,460,591
Line (Goal) 111,460,558
Line-up 402 note 3, Annex 2
Linesman 300,311,313,A4.7
Major Penalty 503
Manager 200,201,401,500,567
Masks (Full Face) 234
Match Penalty 507
Measurement of Equipment 260,555
Minor Penalty 501
Misconduct Penalty 504
Mouth Guard 227
Music 172,Annex 2
Net  (End Zone Nets) 106
Net (Goal Net) 130,481,594
Neutral Zone 112,116,140,440,490,569
Officials (On Ice) 310,Annex 4.1 to Annex 4.11
Officials (Off-ice) 320,Annex 4.20 to 4.26
Officials (Team) 551,553,565
Offside 442,450,451
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Stick (Player) 222
Stoppage of Play 114,172,412,415,422,440,512,556
Stopping the Puck with the Hands 490
Substitution of Penalized Player 503,504,505,507,512
Sudden Victory 421
Suspension 507
Sweaters 240
Tapping the Stick 537
Team Officials 551,565
Throat Protector 226
Throwing a Stick 568,to 570
Throwing an Object 568,to 570
Throwing the Puck Outside the Playing Area 554c
Timing of Game 420
Time-out 415,422,592,Annex 3
Timekeeper 300,323,A4
Too Many Players on the Ice 400,410,573
Tripping 539
Two Minutes Left in the Game 554b,573,Annex 3,A4.25
Two Referee System 300,A4.8
Uniforms 200,210,240
Video Goal Judge 330
Visiting Team 412,Annex 3
Visor 224,555
Warm-up 172,402,415,417,417,Annex 2
Warning 509,554a,554g,555
Wash Out 492,514
Women 600

NNOOTTEESS
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NNOOTTEESS
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